L'Chaim: Celebrate Life: Judaic Expressions To Color & Inspire (Design Originals)
Inside this affirming coloring book are 32 pages of inspiring art activities that celebrate the wisdom and spirituality of the Judaic religion and its people. Discover new ways to express your faith and spirit by adding color, patterns, text, and illustrations to these meaningful and fulfilling designs. Talented artist Joanne Fink provides 16 colorful pages of easy-to-follow artistic advice on patterning, drawing, and coloring techniques. Her illustrations are designed to be a springboard for your creativity that’s why there’s a credit line for you, as co-creator, at the bottom of each page. Printed on high-quality, extra-thick paper, L’Chaim: Celebrate Life: Judaic Expressions to Color & Inspire is perfect for decorating with colored pencils, markers, or gel pens. Each one-sided page is perforated so you can easily remove your art from the book to display wherever you want.
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Customer Reviews

I’m a Joanne Fink fan and have many of her books but this one holds a special place in my collection. There aren’t a lot of quality Adult Judaic coloring books but this is the one you will really love to have as a part of your collection. There are pictures reflecting on Jewish holidays, life events, and rituals as well as meaningful sayings as a part of many of them. If you are looking for a Judaic coloring book for yourself or as a gift you won’t be sorry to have chosen this one.

not really impressed...it wasnt what i hoped for...it is too similar to the inspirational one.....but i wanted one with hebrew and there are too few books out there....
This is my favorite Joanne a fink coloring book. She really speaks from the heart and gives the rest of us the space to so as week. Yay Joanne
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